COLD FOGGING
SUSTAINABLE AND
LOW IN POLLUTANTS

INOXI AIR
INOXI AIR is a ready-to-use solution for sterilization with cold fogging also known as aerosol disinfection. With this type of disinfection, the mineral substance INOXI AIR is evenly distributed by special fogging equipment throughout the room. The tiny droplets of spray are distributed in such a way that they reach even the farthest corners of the room.

INOXI AIR entirely eliminates bacteria, enveloped and non-enveloped viruses (e.g. corona), fungi and spores. In addition, INOXI AIR ensures odourless room air.

MINERAL SUBSTANCE
Despite its high effectiveness, INOXI AIR is harmless for human beings, materials, and environment.

AUTOMATED DISINFECTION
INOXI AIR disinfects objects or entire rooms automatically.

100% BIODEGRADABLE
INOXI AIR is residue-free and does not contain environmentally harmful substances.
In the cold fogging technique, disinfectants are used to eliminate and inactivate microorganisms. Fine fog drifts through the air for a long time, slowly sinking to the ground and sterilizing the room air, destroying existing odour molecules immediately.

The tiny spray droplets, also known as aerosols, eliminate all the odour molecules, viruses, bacteria, spores and germs floating in the air.

Cold fogging also seamlessly coats every surface, even those difficult to access by conventional methods like spraying and wiping.

On average, spraying and wiping methods allow you to reach 58% of the necessary surfaces. By using INOXI AIR, the entire spectrum of surfaces in the room can be reached and disinfected.

Unlike other fogging substances, INOXI AIR contains no alcohol or other flammable substances. No special protective clothing or workflow interruptions in the office are needed to use INOXI AIR.
INOXI AIR can be adapted to various circumstances and spaces by means of different nebulisers. Work surfaces, working materials (also in the catering sector), kitchens, food, couches, tables, counters, sports equipment, gym mats, waiting areas, door handles, keyboards, plastic surfaces of all kinds or cafeteria counters. These are all surfaces on which viruses, bacteria, germs and fungi normally multiply.

EFFECTIVE AND WITHOUT HARMFUL SUBSTANCES

Unlike other disinfectants for fogging, INOXI AIR contains no alcohol or other flammable substances. No special protective clothing or workflow interruptions in the office are needed to use INOXI AIR.

INOXI AIR FULLFILLS
The identification labelling of INOXI Air according to EC Regulation No. 1272/2008 (CLP) is not applicable. The product is not subject to labelling according to the „General Classification Regulation for Mixtures of the EC“ in the latest valid version.
**INOXI POWER CLOUD**  
*For kindergartens, schools, restaurants, offices, hotel rooms, conference halls, sales areas*

The Power Cloud ultrasonic nebuliser is a high-end cold nebuliser. By using it, **INOXI AIR** can completely cover large rooms and remove unpleasant odours at the push of a button. With an adjustable tube, Power Cloud spreads the disinfectant in every direction and corner. It is operated with a battery or a cable, making the disinfection process possible without direct personnel expenses. Just put it in the needed place and start it.
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**INOXI ATOMIZER**  
*For kindergartens, schools, restaurants, offices, vehicle interiors, public transport*

The Atomizer is an optimal solution, if you need both surface and room disinfection. It is suitable for the cleaning vehicle interiors, offices, kindergartens, schools and restaurants. The practical Atomizer can nebulise **INOXI AIR** for up to 3 hours on battery power, whereby the spray quantity can be steplessly adjusted. The Atomizer offers the largest possible fog quantity of all manual fogging devices.
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INOXI EASY JET
Home, office

The Easy Jet is a manual battery Atomizer. With its battery indicator and a non-slip handle, it is an ideal disinfecting device for smaller offices or home. Simply fill it with INOXI AIR, press START and spray. It is not suitable for the extensive disinfection of medium-sized surfaces, if the surfaces are not wiped afterwards.
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INOXI DESINFECTOR
Workplace, car

INOXI ultrasonic cold nebulizer provides contactless disinfection of surfaces, credit cards, mobile phones, keys or watches. It is also ideal for hand hygiene. The small, handy device is charged via USB, and can be put in any place you want. Whether in your car, at work or home, this device is easy-to-use, gentle to your skin, and perfect for everyday use.
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USE DISINFECTANT CAREFULLY
Always read the label and product information before use.